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DIY TRAIL JOONDALUP line (GLENDALOUGH station)
QUESTION 1

Selling newspapers, lollies and all things ‘SmartRider’, what is the name of the shop selling all you
desire?
ANSWER: Glendalough Trak Stop Kiosk

question 2

Locking your bike in a shaded locked shelter, keeps it protected from a summer that swelters.
What do you need to access the Lock ‘n Ride bike shelter?
ANSWER: Registered SmartRider card

question 3
Each bus stop on the network has a unique number, find stop 11455 and try not to blunder!
ANSWER: Provide a photo of your group in front of this stop

QUESTION 4

Getting to the beach is as easy as can be, what bus number do you need to get you to the sea?
ANSWER: 400

question 5
A revolving machine with model horses, take it easy or you will get nauseous! What urban art can
you see?
ANSWER: Merry Go Round

QUESTION 6

There was a brick road that was paved in yellow, this is one line you don’t want to follow.
ANSWER: Provide a photo of your group standing on the correct side of the yellow line
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DIY JOONDALUP line (GLENDALOUGH station)
QUESTION 7

Looking down upon us on like The Eye of Sauron, they’re not looking for a ring, what is going on?
How many CCTV cameras can you see located at Glendalough Station?
ANSWER: More than 10

QUESTION 8

Sometimes you may have to purchase a cash ticket, what exactly is the cost to travel to the
cricket? Find out how much you need to pay for a cash concession ticket to head to the city
(Glendalough to Perth).
ANSWER: $1.20

question 9

Information is where it’s at, when there’s an emergency, a button you must tap!			
ANSWER: Provide a photo of your group in front of the emergency button

question 10

Not like the others is this particular seat, they usually have legs but rarely have feet!
Find the odd one out and get a group member to take a seat and pull a face for the camera.
ANSWER: Provide a photo

question 11

Knowing your patterns will help catch the right train, get them right and your time will not be
down the drain!
A) Can you catch the ‘C’ pattern train from Glendalough Station? ANSWER: No
B) Does the ‘P’ pattern stop at Perth Underground Station? ANSWER: No

congratulations for completing diy trail j0oondalup line
(glendalough station)

